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Feature based Opinion mining - towards Performance Measure
Ravikiran Kalava1, G.Anil Kumar2, Ch.Vasavi3
sentiment analysis and opinion mining, with the
sudden growth of social media (e.g., reviews, forum
discussions, blogs, comments, and postings in social
network sites) on the Web, individuals and
organizations are increasingly using the content in
these media for decision making .Now a day’s many
companies, organizations are not even conducting
any surveys, opinion polls or taking feedback from
the customers, simply they are depending on these
views and coming to a conclusion. Opinion mining
extended its importance in the field of Electronic
media in such a manner that decision makings are
simply depend on the opinions got from the viewers
,analysts and from common people .

Abstract
In present era people are more depend on web for
many activities like purchasing, investment,
business makings etc. Because of this trend public
are more dependent on other’s opinion like booking
a movie tickets or for purchasing electronic goods
and many more things. Their final decision is totally
influenced upon the blogs based on ratings, tags or
comments obtained to that specific entity. Ideas and
opinions of others always affect once own opinions.
Opinion mining is a process in which it deals with
opinions, sentiments and subjectivity of text .In this
paper a research study is made upon a specific
online shopping blog service and identified some
specific features which are the main functional
activities
for
the
blog
towards
its
performance(http://www.mouthshut.com/productrev
iews/Jabong-com-reviews-925660222)
for
classifying the performance measure based on
opinions from the users are calculated using Naive
Baye’s Classifier and this approach gave a good
experimental results.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1: Social media landscape
In general solving an Opinion Mining Problem
involves the following major stages:
 Defining the problem precisely.
 Selection and forming a proper training
dataset.
 Transforming data to a specific format.
 Pre-processing data to increase the data
quality.

Decision-making is always a tough task in business
perspective view because it depends on customer’s
activities, interest etc. In general customers have
great impact of others opinions ,feelings ,talks in
purchasing any item .This aspect has been became a
major part for us today in performing any activity and
much influenced in buying products, watching movie
and in all types of investments. Opinions and its
related concepts such as sentiments, evaluations,
attitudes, and emotions are the subjects of study of

Select an appropriate mining - method, includes
 Choosing a model or an algorithm
 Choosing the training parameters.
 Choosing a Proper Training/Testing data
Validating and integrating the model.
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2. Proposed Method
Naive-Baye’s Classification
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We used Naive-Baye’s classifier as it selects the
mostly likely classification. It is also used for
performing
class
membership
probabilities
prediction. The main advantage for Naive-Baye’s is
easy to construct and is mainly used for large dataset.
Calculating of target class with respective of updating
prior probability is done in posterior probability.

Some values with respective classes are taken from
the above table for representation of posterior
probability
P (x|c) = P (Service support | Positive) = 4/20=0.2
P (c) = P (Positive) =20/47=0.42
P (x) = P (service support)=9.5/47=0.20
Posterior probability:
P
(c
|x)
=P(positive|
service
support)
=0.2*0.42/0.20=0.42
The above value gives the positive opinion for one of
the feature same can be calculated for all classes with
respective of opinions.

Where
P (x |c) = P (x1|c)*P(x2 | c)* . . . P (xn | c) * P (c)


P(c | x) - probability of instance ‘c’ (target
class) being in ‘x’ (predicator).
P(c) - Probability of occurrence of target
class
P(x) – prior probability of the predicator,
same for all classes.
P (x|c)–the likelihood which is the
probability of predicator given class.

Feature extraction
Feature based opinion mining mainly concentrates on
specific features related to that particular entity taken
in to consideration, based up on those features the
entire performance capabilities are dependable. In our
survey we went with an online shopping blog for
performance measure, were specific features of the
blog includes:-

Posterior probability can be calculated by
constructing a frequency table for each attribute
against target class. Changing the table in to
likelihood tables by calculating
individual class
mean values.

1) Service and support.
2) Content timeliness.
3) Website load time.
4) Information depth.
5) Design and usability
In our research we felt that the above mentioned
features help in measuring performance of a site as a
good (positive), bad (negative) or none (neutral)
which mean the opinion much better. In order to go
with experimental we took some working principles
in to consideration which helps for classifying.
Opinion mining is a concept, in which it relates to the
semantic of the web content available with respective
of experiences, feelings, and actions and time. We
are also considering some level of acceptance by
identifying
the semantic of some words in text
related to opinion for experimental analysis. We
mainly focused in identifying the grades of the users
related to the each feature by allotting a grade value
between (1-5) and assigning an opinion for each
value as 1-2 as negative, =3 as neutral,
>3 as
positive. Calculated The result based on these criteria
for each feature and based on the mean value the
final opinion is calculated with respective of
classifier.





Figure 2: Frequency table to Likelihood table
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good or 4 [based on data type]

Figure 4: Individual feature rating for the blog
The above rating values for each individual feature is
collected and maintained as a dataset from multiple
reviewers, based on this data the opinion for each
feature and final opinion can be calculated. In our
experiment we used 220 reviewers’ opinions and
applied a Naive Baye’s Classifier model for the
dataset
in order to find the class membership
probabilities. Due to its high accuracy and very low
error rate used in large data and the obtained results
gave 90% accuracy.
Figure 3: Steps involved in a process

3. Experimental Results
The main problem involved in opinion mining is to
classify the opinion of the users with respective of
three different measures positive, negative, neutral
also termed in our experiments as good, bad, neutral .
In order to implement the classification tool we used
a data mining tool. The tool is called as Weka and it
is a collection of machine learning algorithms for
data mining tasks. The algorithms can either be
applied directly to a dataset or called from your own
Java code. Weka contains tools for data preprocessing, classification, regression, clustering,
association rules, and visualization. ARFF (Attribute
Relation File Format) is the specific format used in
weka classifier for solving classification problems.
Sample ARFF File

Figure 5: Resultant output of the data for
classifying opinion using Naive Baye’s Classifier

@relation <relation name>
@attribute <Attribute name> <data type>
@attribute <Attribute name> <data type>
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
@data

Figure 6: Accuracy of Samples

Example
@relation rating
@attribute work performance {nominal or real etc}
@data

Precision and Recall are the two terms related to
information retrieval concepts. Precision gives the
probability of similarity or relevant from retrieved
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documents. Recall is the ratio of relevant documents
found in the search result to the total of all relevant
documents. From our experiment with respective of
data set we obtained the values as Precision of 0.964
means 96.4% of the documents were relevant. Recall
of 0.833 means 83.3% relevant documents retrieved
from all documents.
Experiment with J48 Classifier:
Tree representation is used in showing a data object
in hierarchical manner J48 model is used as decision
tree classifier. The general approach of the algorithm
chooses an attribute of the data that most effectively
splits its sample of data into subsets enriched in one
class or the other. The criteria used to choose an
attribute for splitting is information gain, which is the
difference in the entropy values resulting from
choosing an attribute for splitting the data. We got
the correctly classified instance rate as 98.3% and
incorrectly classified instance rate as 1.7%.
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Figure 7: Decision tree generated by the classifier

4. Conclusion
Performance measure based on the opinions is a task
purely related to the semantic of the words and value
based. Business oriented many blogs maintaining and
following reviews of the customers for the better
improvement of their services, but the problem
associated is how reviews are helping customers for
their decision making towards any business deal .just
depending on the reviews is not enough because of
review spam .Automated or dynamic performance
measure tool with respective of comments, opinions
,ratings all put together will drop down the problems
of present manual work.
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